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THE STRUCTURE OF SUPERMANIFOLDS1
BY
MARJORIE batchelor
Abstract. The increasing recognition of Lie superalgebras and their importance in physics inspired a search to find an object, a "supermanifold",
which would realize the geometry implicit in Lie superalgebras. This paper
analyzes the structure of supermanifolds as defined by B. Kostant. The
result is the following structure theorem.
The Main Theorem. If E is a real vector bundle over the smooth manifold
X, let AE be the associated exterior bundle and let T(A£) be the sheaf of
sections of AE. Then every supermanifold over X is isomorphic to T(AE) for
some vector bundle E over X.
Although the vector bundle E is not unique but is determined only up to
isomorphism, and the isomorphism guaranteed is not canonical, the existence of the isomorphism provides a base for a better understanding of
geometry in the graded setting.

Introduction. The main theorem says that isomorphism classes of vector
bundles over X are in one to one correspondence with isomorphism classes of
supermanifolds over X. The set of isomorphism classes of vector bundles over
X, and the set of isomorphism classes of supermanifolds over X can each be
described as the first Cech cohomology set of X with coefficients in an
appropriate sheaf of automorphisms. The proof of the main theorem then
depends on translating the problem into cohomological terms describing the
structure of the sheaf of automorphisms, and finally computing the
cohomology.
Basic definitions and conventions are included in §1. The structure of the
sheaf of automorphisms is discussed in §2. The proof of the main theorem is
outlined in §3, and §§4 and 5 contain the proofs of lemmas used in §§2 and 3.

1. Preliminaries.
1.1. Conventions and notation. X will be a smooth manifold. C°° will be the
sheaf of smooth real-valued functions on X.
All work will be done over the reals. By a graded algebra A we will mean

an algebra A with a Z2 grading such that A = A0 + Ax, where if a is in A¡

and b is in A tben ab = ( —Xfba.
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1.2. Sheaves and restriction maps. If & isa sheaf and V and U are open sets
in X such that U < V then for a in &(V), the restriction of a to &(U) will be
written a\v when we wish to emphasize that we are considering a restricted to
&(U). More often we will simply write a for a\,j. Denote by &\v the sheaf &
considered as a sheaf over U.
1.3. Cohomology. Throughout
this paper cohomology means Cech
cohomology for sheaves of not necessarily abelian groups. Definitions and
properties can be found in [6].
1.4. Let F be a vector space. It will be convenient to have some notation
describing various subspaces of the exterior algebra AV. Let A'V be the
subspace of homogeneous elements of degree i. Then define

AV(r) = © A'V,
¡>r

AV(o,r)=

©

A2i+1V,

2/ + l>r

AV(e,r)=

©

A2'V.

2i>r

Now define sheaves over X by setting

AV(U) = CX(U)®AV,

AV(r)(U)=

C°°(L7)(2)AF(r),

AV(o,r)(U)=

Cc°(U)®AV(o,r),

AV(e,r)(U)=

Cœ(U) <8>
AV(e, r)

for every open set U in X.
Definition 1.5. A supermanifold (X, A) consists of a manifold X, called the
underlying manifold, and a sheaf of graded algebras A together with a map of
sheaves of graded algebras A -» C°° where the grading on C00 is given by
C°°({/) = C°°(U)0 for any open set U in X. Moreover the sheaf A must
satisfy the local triviality condition: There exists an open cover { LA}7of X and
isomorphisms of sheaves of graded algebras T(: A\u -»AP"^
for some
positive integer n. This integer n will be called the odd-dimension of (X, A).
We will write A for (A",A) when it is clear which underlying manifold X is

intended.
1.6. Morphisms of supermanifolds over X. If A and B are supermanifolds
over A", then a morphism A —»B over A" is a map of the sheaves of graded

algebras.
2. Structure theorems for Aut(A/?").
2.1. The local triviality condition makes the task of classifying supermanifolds of fixed odd-dimension n over a fixed underlying manifold X accessible
to study by cohomological techniques. Define the sheaf Aut(A/?") of groups
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of automorphisms of AR" by setting Aut(A_P*)(U) = {Automorphisms of the
sheaf of Z2 graded algebras AR"\ v) for every open set U in X. The following
theorem translates the classification problem into a cohomological one.
Theorem 2.2. There is a bijection between the set H \X, Aut(AP")) and the
set of isomorphism classes of supermanifolds over X of odd-dimension n.

This is a standard result and the proof will be omitted. See [6, p. 41] for a
proof of the analogous result for fiber bundles.
The solution to the cohomology problem depends on an understanding of
the sheaf Aut(AP"). We have the following structure theorem for Aut(AP").
Theorem 2.3. Let (2, ^D be sheaves of sets over X defined by

G( U) = Der(U) ® AR" (e, 2),
<%(U)= GL(n)(U) X Hom(P", AP"(0, 3)),
where Der is the sheaf of derivations of C°° (i.e., sections of the tangent bundle
of X) and GL(w) is the sheaf of invertible n X n matrices with entries in C°°.

Let & be the sheaf given by &(U) = G(U) X <3)(i/). Then there is an
isomorphism of sheaves of sets $: & -> Aut(AP").

The proof will be given in §5.
2.4. Using í> to identify & with Aut(AP"), the essence of this result is
converted to a more useful form via the following filtration of Aut(AP").
Define sheaves of groups é£, for / = 0, 1, • • • , rc + 1 by setting

&¡{U) = {a G Aut(AR")(U):
a(x)-

xG AR"(i)(U)

for aU x G ARn(U)}

for every open set U in X. This gives a filtration of sheaves:
Id = &n+x <&„<■■■

< &2< &x < &q = Aut(AP").

Theorem 2.5. Identifying & with Aut(AP") via $,/or every open set U in X
we have
(a) &i(U) is a normal subgroup of &(U) for i = 0,. . . , n + 1;

(b)

&(U)~i 5S(^) ® AÄ"(e' ') X Hom(Ä"' AP"(o, /)), for i > 2,
Á )S \&(U), Mi-0,1;
(c)

' Der( U) ® A'R" for i even, > 2,

&,/&i+i(U) m Hom(P", C°°(U) ® A'R") for i odd, > 3,

GUn)(U)

fori=

1;
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(d) Using (b) we can define an action of C°°(i/) on &¡(U)for i = 0, . . . , n
which coincides with the standard action of Cœ(U) on the quotients
&¡/&¡+x(U) under the identifications in (c). Moreover, if z is an automorphism
of &¡/&j+i(U) arising from conjugation by an element in &(U), then z is an
automorphism of a CX(U) module.

The proof will be given in §5.
3. Restatement and proof of the main theorem. The main theorem can be
restated in a form more convenient for proof.
Theorem 3.1. 772e map of sheaves p: (I-4&/&2 aGl(«)
induces an
isomorphism on cohomologypm: Hl(X, &)->Hl(X, &/&J) = H\X, GU(n)).

Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to the main theorem. By Theorem
2.2, H\X, &) is in one-one correspondence with the set of isomorphism
classes of supermanifolds of odd-dimension n. But also H\X, GL(n)) is in
one-one correspondence with vector bundles of dimension n. That the
correspondence associates a vector bundle E to the class of the supermanifold
(X, T(AE)) will be shown in establishing the surjectivity of pn.
Proof of Theorem 3.1 :
Surjectivity of p^. Let h in Hl(X, &/&J) be represented by a cocycle {h¡J}
with respect to some open cover {UJ}, of X. Then hy is in éB/éB^lf. n UJ)
which can be identified with GL(n)(U¡ n UJ). Using this identification, since
& = G X ty, there is an obvious choice for coset representative for hy in

&(U¡n UJ),namely (0, (A,-,,0)). The collection {(0, (hy, 0))} is a cocycle and
the class it represents in H1(X, &.) is sent to h under p.,. Effectively, if E is the
vector bundle corresponding to the cocycle {hy} then {(0, (hy, 0))} is a
cocycle corresponding to the supermanifold T(AE).
Injectivity of pt. p* is fitted into an exact sequence using the following
lemma, which is stated in its general form since it will be used in other
contexts later.
Lemma 3.4. If § is a sheaf of groups on X and % is a sheaf of subgroups such
that for every open set U in X, %(U) is a normal subgroup of §(U), then the
sequence of sheaves of groups Id -» 3C -» ê -+§/%—»Id
gives rise to an
exact sequence of pointed sets H\X, %) -» T7'(A", §)-» H \X, § /%).

The proof is a direct computation and is omitted.
Applying this lemma to the sequence Id -» 6^ -» & -* íE/á^ -+ Id we see
thatp, fits into the portion

H '(A",6^)4 H\X, &)U.H\X, &/8J.
Unfortunately

this is exact only as pointed sets, and even knowing that
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H\X, âj) = 0 does not guarantee that pt is injective. This situation is
remedied by "twisting" the sheaves &, @^and éB/éEj as follows.
Definition 3.5. Let {Vj}j be an open cover of X and let § be a sheaf of
groups on X. Let t = {t^} be a collection where t0- is an automorphism of the
sheaf §\VnV. Define a new sheaf of groups §T by defining §T(V) for any
open set F in A"to be the kernel of the map

II §(vn Vj) -»
j

II §(Vn v„n vk)
(h,k)

(gj)

I"* Mgh^-gk).

Example 3.6. Let § = &r. Let z = {zy} be a cocycle with respect to a
cover {Vj}j with values in 6E. Then since (Jr(I^ n 1^) is normal in &(V¡ n
Jy), conjugation by z,-,,aSr+ZyOZy1for a in Är(K, D VJ)is an automorphism of
&Av,r\v Write 6E*for the sheaf & twisted by conjugation by z.liz — {ly} is
the image of the cocycle z under the projection p, we can define the sheaf
à/S*, to be the sheaf éE/&> twisted by z in a similar manner.
The following lemmas and a diagram chase complete the proof of Theorem

2.2.
Lemma 3.7. Hl(X, 6E|) = 0 for all cocycles z representing any class in

H\X, &).
Lemma 3.8. Let z be a cocycle representing a class in HX(X, &). ThenpM fits
into the following commutative diagram

Hl(X,&)

h H\X,&/&2)

oz^ll

Kj,p2

H '(A",<%) ^ H \X, &z) 5 H '(A",&/a* )

(3.9)

where the bottom row is an exact sequence of pointed sets and oz, pz, are
bijections, and oz[z] is the basepoint of H1(X, &z).

The proof is completed by the following diagram chase. If v and w
represent classes [v] and [w] in Hl(X, &) such thatpJo] = pj[w], consider
the diagram (3.9) twisted by w (instead of z). Then p^oJ[w] = p%ow[v] is the
basepoint of HX(X, &/<$%). Since the bottom row is exact as a sequence of
pointed sets, there exist a, b in Hl(X, (3%)such that/"a = ow[w] and jwb =
ow[v]. But since H1(X, <3%)has only one element, a — b, and ow[w] = ow[v].
Since ow is an isomorphism, [w] = [v].

4. Proofs of Lemmas 3.7, 3.8.
Proof of Lemma 3.7. Notice that the filtration Id = &n+x < &n < - - • <
&2<&

induces

a filtration

on &z: Id = &zn+x< &z„< ■ ■ ■ <2£< &z. Each

&z is still normal in &z. Since conjugation

by Zy is an automorphism
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&r/^*\iVt
n Vj) as C°°(^. n VJ) modules, &r/&zr+x(U) inherits a C°°(i/)
module structure (where U is any open set in A"). Consider the following
diagram

//'(A", &zn)%H'(X, (%_,)->-,/7'(A-,
^
77 ' (*,£,,_,/<%)
We know that H\X,

(2^)

^

■*
77,(A\<23/<%)

Hl(X, $)
•♦
//'(A-,^/^)

&r/&zr+x) = 0 for r = 2, . . ., n, since &r/@?r+l is a

sheaf of modules over the fine sheaf C°°. Then since the segments

H ■(A",éÇ+i)^

H «(A",âÇ)- Tí' (A",0,/$+1)

are exact (by Lemma 3.4) eachyr+1 is onto for r = 2, . . ., n, and so is the
composite j3j4 ■ ■ ■j„. But H \X, &z„)= 0. Thus H \X, <S\)is trivial.
Proof of Lemma 3.8. The trick in proving this lemma is in defining az. p2 is
defined in a similar manner, and the bottom row is exact by Lemma 3.4.
Commutativity of the diagram and that oz and pz are isomorphisms with the
desired properties follow by direct calculation.
Definition of oz. Suppose that z is a cocycle with respect to the cover
{Vj}j. For any refinement {Wh}H of the cover {Vj}j, pick a map a: H->J
such that Wh < Va(hy In this proof write z(i,j) for Zy. Define a map oay.
C\{Wh)H,
fi)->
C\{Wh}H,
&z) where
C\{Wh}H,&)
[resp.,
C '({ Wh)H, (S?)]is the set of 1-cochains with respect to the cover { Wh]H with
coefficients in the sheaf & [resp., &z], by setting

<W: g = {«?(*. k)} » {(z(j, a(h))g(h, k)z(a(k),j))j

}.

A direct check shows that oaz sends cocycles to cocycles.
If g- = {g(h, k)} and / = {f(h, k)} are cohomologous cocycles in
C\{Wh}H, &), then there exists d — {d(h)} in the set of 0-cochains

C°({ W„}„, &) such that g(h, k) = d(h)~lf(h, k)d(k) for every h, k. Notice
that {(z(j, a(h))d(h)z(a(h),j))j)

is in C\{Wh)H,

<2,z).This establishes the

equivalence of oaJ(g) and oa^(f).
Then oaz induces a map on cohomology. It remains to show that the map

induced on cohomology is independent of the choice of a. If ß: H -» / is
another map such that Wh < Vßw and g = {g(h, k)} is a cocycle in
Cx({Wh)H, &), then notice that the cochain {(z(j,a(h))z(ß(h),j))j)
is in
C°({ Wh}H, &z) and establishes the equivalence of cra>z(g)and oßz(g).

Now define oz: HX(X, &)^>Hl(X, &z) to be the map induced by oa¿.
Usingpz(i,f) for z(i,j), a similar procedure applies to give pz: Hl(X, &/&J)

^H\X,&/<Si).
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5. Proofs for the structure theorems for Aut(AP").
Notation. For c = 29, ® w¡ in Q(U) write 29,w>,.Also write 2/u,
sumS/. ®v¡ in AP "([/).

for the

Proof of Theorem 2.3. Notice that (2(1/) < Der(AP "({/)), the set of
derivations of AR"(U), since if c = 2 9,w, is in 6(17), the linear map

c: AR"(U)
fu

-»
h*

2(3,/)«,

AR"(U)
/ G C"(í/),

mGAP",

is a derivation. Moreover, c" = 0 for all c in (2(C/), and c = exp(c) is a
well-defined algebra automorphism of APv"(t/). Since S is a sheaf, the
restriction of c to any open set V in U makes c a map of sheaves.

If d = (P, 5) m9)(U), we can regard rf as a linear map ¿: A'P" -+AR"(U)
where d(x) — R(x) + S(x) for x G A'P". This map extends uniquely to a
map of algebras d: AR" -»AP"(t7). Then d extends uniquely to a map of

algebras which is also a map of C°°(U) modules d: AR"(U)^>AR"(U). dis
in fact a bijection since we can construct an inverse for d as follows. Write

S = S3 + S5 + ■■■ + Sm where Sj is in Hom(P", C">(U) 9 AJR"). Then
the composite

(/, R -% - • • Sm) « • • • o (/, P ->S453) » (7, P -'S3) • (R ~\ 0)
is a left inverse for d. Since 3Dis a sheaf the restriction of ¿ to any open set V
in {/ makes d a map of sheaves.

Now define 3>(c,¿/)K: AR"(V) -+AR"(V) where $(c, ¿)K(» = c(f)d(u)
for/ G C°°(í/) and u G R". We will more often write $(c, d) for $(c, ¿)K.
$(c, d) is clearly a map of sheaves of vector spaces.
We can express $(c, d) as a composition of algebra automorphisms as

follows. Define an action of 6¡)(U) on Q(U) by setting d- (29,-w,.)= S9,Âv,
regarding Der( (7) as a two-sided C°°({/) module under the usual action.
Since d is an algebra automorphism we can define d~x ■(29,w,) to mean
2 9yd~ xw¡.Then observe that
®(c,d)

- ¿o (</_,c).

<Pis a bijection. Injectivity of 4» is trivial. For surjectivity of $, let r be in
Aut(AP")(£/). Since t is an algebra automorphosm of AR"(U) it is sufficient
to show that for some c in Q'U) and all/in C°°(c/) that t(/) = c(/), and
similarly that for some d in ^(t/) and all w in A'P", t(k) = d(u).
T(f) = c(f)for some c in (2(17). We will show inductively that r(f) = cr(f)
modulo terms of exterior degree > r for an appropriate choice of cr.
Let c0 = 0. t is an algebra automorphism, and thus preserves the nil
radical, and the following diagram commutes
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AR"(U)

-*

i

AR"(U)

1

C°°(í/)

^

CK(U)

Since T is an isomorphism of sheaves, so is f. But then f must be the identity:
Consider the dual picture. For an algebra A let A* = {/ G Hom(A, R): kerf
contains an ideal of finite codimension}. In our case, f induces a map f*:

C"(t/)*-*C"(£/)*.

Notice that U < C "(£/)*• Then if u is in Í/ and

f*(u) = v =£ u, pick an open set V in U such that m is in F and v is not in V.
However the following diagram must also commute since f is a map of
sheaves:

C°°(i/)*

t-

T

Cœ(U)*

Î

Cœ(V)*

t-

C°°(F)*

Therefore r*(u) = v is in V, a contradiction. Then for / in C "( 17), f(/) =
f(r*(u)) = f(u) for all u in Í7; thus r(f) = /plus terms of higher degree. This
completes the base for induction.
Now assume that r(f) - cr(f) is in AR"(e,2r)(U)
for all/in C°°(i7) and
some cr in ®2<2j<2r Der(U)A2JR". Choose a basis {w,} for A2Cr+1)P".Write
c for cr. Then

(t — c)f = '2oj(f)Wj + terms of higher degree
where o, is a linear endomorphism of C °°( t7). Also
(T-c)(/g)

= r(/)r(g)-c(/)c(g)

= r(f)r(g)
= (r(f)

- c(f)r(g)

- c(/))r(g)

+ c(f)r(g)
+ c(/)(r(g)

- c(f)c(g)
- c(g))

= 'Z(gOj(f)Wj + foj(g)wj) + higher terms.
But also

(t - c)(fg) = "Zoj(fg)Wj+ higher terms.
Using this it can be shown that each o, is a derivation. Also (t —(c +
2a/*v/))(/)
is in AP"(e, 2(r + l))(U),
and c + 20-,*,. is in
©2<2/<2(r+i) Der(t7) ® A2JR", completing the inductive step.
t(u) = d(u) for some d in ^(U) and all u in R". Since t respects the Z2
grading r(R") <AR"(o, \)(U). Use the decomposition

AP"(o, \)(U)=

C°°(f7) ® R" 0 AP"(o, 3)(f/)

to write t restricted to P" as a sum A + B with A in Hom(P", C°°(Í7) ®
R"), and P in Hom(P", AP"(o, 3)(U)). Then once we show that A is
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invertible, setting d = (A, B) we have t(u) = d(u).

Let i: AR"(U) ->AP"(£/) be the algebra map generated by A. Denote the
projection AP "(£/)-> C°°(10 ® P" by w. The following diagram commutes

C~(cV)®P"-—►
r\

C°(U) ®Rn
/*

AP"(0, !)(£/)
Notice that the composite A = ttt is a map of C °°(Í7) modules. Since t is an
epimorphism, and C!X'(U) ® R" is a set of generators for AR"(U) and also
contains the indécomposables of AR"(U), A must be a surjective map of
C°°(U) modules. But a surjective map of free C°°(U) modules of the same
rank must be an isomorphism. Thus A must be invertible.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. (a) Let a be in &¡(U), let b be in &(U). Then if x
is in AR"(U), b~lab(x) - x = b~\ab(x) - b(x)) is in AR" (i)(U) since
a(b(x)) - b(x) is in AR" (i)(U) and b~l preserves AP" (Q(17)~
(b) For a in (£([/) and /in C°°(i7), af = f plus terms of higher degree.

Thus <£(i/) = Qq(U) = S,(i/). Notice that

*(c,¿)(/)-/=¿
<=iff/
'•
is in AR"(i)(U) if and only if c is in Der(C/) O AP"(e, /). Also if d = (R, S)
and x is in P", then $(c, </)(*) - x = Rx + Sx - x is in AP" (i)(U) exactly

when R is the identity and S is in Hom(P", AP" (o, i)(U)j.
(c) i even. The crucial fact here is that (c, d) and (c', ¿T) in £,-([/) represent
the same coset in £B,/(£,+, if and only if the components of c and c' in
Der(U) <S>
A'R" are the same. Then there is an obvious choice of representatives in &¡(U) and direct calculation shows that the group structure in
&i/&¡+ÁU) is sent to the additive structure in Der(í/) ® A'P".
/ odd. Again, notice that (c, d) and (c1, d') in &¡( U) represent the same
class in (£,/6E,+1 exactly when d and d' have the same component in

Hom(R", Cœ(U) ® A'R").
(d) The C°°(Í7) module structure in Der(t/) gives Q(U) =Der(LQ ®
AP"(e, 2) aC^i/)
module structure. Define a C°°(10 module structure on

Q)(U) by setting/(P, 5) = (Jl./S) for (P, S) in ^(i/) and/in C°°(t/). The
action of C°°(U) on &(U) = ß(i7) X ^(17) is the usual action on a product.
Notice that/: 6E(i/) -» <£(i/) is not necessarily a group homomorphism for/
in C°°((7), but on the quotients/: &¡/<3,¡+x(U)^> &i/&i+x(U) is a map of
groups.
The hard part is to show that if z is in &(U), the automorphism of 6L/(L+,
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induced by conjugation by z is a map of C°°(i/) modules. The proof is by
direct calculation. Write z = (c, d). Then $(c, d) = d ° (d~l • c). Notice that
conjugation by any element of 6(17) induces the identity on &¡/ai+x, so that,
if a is in &¡/&¡+ ,(£/),
zaz~] = d ° (d~l ■c) ° a ° (d~l ■c)

° d~l = d ° a ° d~l.

If i is even, represent a by b in Der([/) ® A'P". Then for/ g in C°°(£/),

d°fb°d-i(g)

= d oß(g) = rf-/b(g).

Also,/(¿ ° 6 » ¿_1)(g) = fd ° 6(g) = /</• b(g). But í/-/b and/¿- 6 represent
the same class in 6Eí/éE/+1(í/) by the remark in part (c) and hence
z « fb ° z_1 and/z ° ¿>° z_1 represent the same class in &¡/&i+x(U).
For i odd, represent a by q in Hom(P", C°°(C/) <8>A'P") and notice that
d ° fq ° i/_1 = fd ° q ° d~x since ¿ is a homomorphism of AR"(U) as
C °°(Í/) modules. This completes the proof of part (d).
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